THE SUM OF ALL YOUR BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS

Whether you have 5 phones or 50, now you can have it all – with the versatile Vertical Summit™ unified communications (UC) platform. More than a simple phone system, the Summit gives you cost-effective options that add up to real-time communications and bottom-line business benefits with the ability to easily – and affordably – migrate from analog to IP for true mobility and more. Simple to set up and administer, the Summit’s optimized IP/TDM hybrid architecture gives you all the standard features you need while supporting more advanced UC and mobility applications, so you can communicate and collaborate seamlessly wherever your business takes you.

The Vertical Summit offers standard call handling features including one-touch call transfer, call recording, Caller ID and music on hold. Integrated applications offer more advanced voice workflows including automated routing through a multi-level auto attendant, robust call routing engine, voice mail with email notification, and the ability to extend your workflow beyond the phone with the Vertical Summit UC mobile and desktop clients.

Take your business communications to new heights with the Vertical Summit, the affordable solution for your mobility and communications needs.
Simple

Simple Administration

Vertical Summit is simple to set up, maintain, and use ensuring you can stay focused on your business. Manage the system from any web browser through the HTML5 based admin. The Vertical Summit also offers simplified wizards for basic tasks.

Simple User Interactions

- One-touch feature access using programmable phone buttons
- UCS Desktop Client for rich in-office features
- UCS Mobile Client for on the go access to features
- IP Attendant software for simple operator/receptionist duties
- Voicemail via e-mail
- Optional click to call software to make dialing from your PC as easy as clicking on the phone number

Simple Voice Over IP

 Voice Over IP phones and trunks are easy to implement as well. Every Vertical Summit includes built-in VOIP support and comes with starter licenses. It’s simple to convert your office to net-generation VOIP phones and reduce monthly trunking costs by upgrading to SIP trunks.

Mobile

Vertical Summit offers an affordable mobility solution for your business. Each system includes starter licenses UCS Desktop and Mobile clients. The Summit’s UCS clients give you seamless, single-number connectivity to customers, co-workers and features from your PC or smartphone, so you can:

- Make, receive and transfer calls from anywhere with one touch
- Ring your mobile client and desk phone at the same time to pick up wherever is easiest
- Access directories, call logs, paging and other system features with the tap of a finger
- Automatically synchronize contact directories
- Send and receive secure IM, text and broadcast messages
- Share applications, white boards and desktops in real time
- Record calls with a single click
- Conduct 3-way conference calling Summit UCS Desktop & Mobile Clients

*Vertical Summit includes 2 standard UCS Desktop Client w/Voice and 2 UCS Mobile Client licenses. Summit 800 includes 5 standard UCS Desktop Client w/Voice and 5 UCS Mobile Client licenses. Additional UCS Client licenses sold separately.
Affordable

Vertical Summit offers powerful communications features at a great price. You don’t have to sacrifice capability for cost with the rich array of features included as standard.

Vertical Summit offers outstanding ROI with:

- Green Power Saver—Automatically turn off power to phones during pre-determined times
- SIP trunks to reduce your monthly phone bill
- Cost effective mobility solutions
- Commonality of phones with other Vertical products (Wave, SBX, MBX)

Vertical Summit provides the latest VOIP feature set for legacy digital handsets as well, reducing the cost to rewire an existing location. This can be especially important in older building lacking drop ceilings or with plaster or concrete walls.

Customers with legacy Vodavy XTS, STS, and Triad phones can even reuse their handsets on the Vertical Summit. For maximum ROI protection.

Expandable

Vertical Summit operates as a stand-alone PBX to serve your small business. It also can expand to handle up to 100 users on a single system. If your business has multiple locations, network up to 250 sites together to integrate your communications into one dial plan.

For even larger organizations with high-density locations and complex communications needs, the Vertical Summit can integrate with the Vertical Atlas enterprise platform to support thousands of users and thousands of locations.

For more information on solutions from Vertical Communications®, call 1-877-VERTICAL, or visit www.vertical.com.